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Placed in the context of current discussions of women's autobiography, the Ellen Glasgow who worked on The Woman Within from around 1934 until her death.
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Part II: Ellen Glasgow's Feminist Approach to the Old South. Glasgow's autobiography, The Woman Within 1954, was published posthumously.

Collections of Ellen Glasgow and the Woman Within - Godbold, E. Stanly
Ellen Anderson Gholson Glasgow, born in Richmond, Va., on 22 April 1873. Her autobiography, A Woman Within, was published posthumously in 1954. Ellen Glasgow and the Woman Within. By E. Stanly Godbold, Jr

The Woman Within has 13 ratings and 3 reviews. Angela said: I picked up Ellen Glasgow before a trip to Richmond, VA. I could find very few notable or int Ellen Glasgow Quotes - Quotes of Ellen Glasgow Poem Hunter
As a young woman Ellen Glasgow refused to attend church with her father, an act of. In The Woman Within 1954, an autobiography written for post-humous
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Glasgow, who lived in the house until her death in 1945, was a well-known Southern novelist and one of few Richmond women to achieve prominence in. Heath Anthology of American Literature
Ellen Glasgow - Author Page
...men and women of like minds together and furnish the atmosphere in which. unacceptable to the young intellectual of independent mind, and Ellen Glasgow. Ellen Glasgow was born on April 22, 1873, in Richmond, Va. Glasgow, Ellen Anderson Gholson, The woman within, New York: Hill and Wang, 1954. The Woman Within: Ellen Glasgow, Pamela R. Matthews Ellen Glasgow, born in Richmond, Virginia, in 1873.1 was the eighth child of. graphy, The Woman Within published in 1954, she remembered that her mother Ellen Anderson Gholson Glasgow, 1873-1945 Author Name Godbold, E. Stanly. Title Ellen Glasgow and the Woman Within. Binding Hardcover. Book Condition Very Good in Very Good dust jacket. ?
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Born into an elite Virginia family in Richmond, Virginia, the young Glasgow developed in a different way from that traditional to women of her class. Due to poor Ellen Glasgow Facts - Biography - YourDictionary
The Woman Within by Ellen Glasgow, Ellen Glasgow - AbeBooks
Ellen Glasgow and The woman within was merged with this page. Written by E. Stanly Godbold. ISBN0807100404
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